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ALBANY

Ron West in his Brax Dodge Special. This car
holds the lap record for its class at Phillip Island.
There were mobs of vehicles of this calibre at
Albany. Most have been built more recently
from old bits. Some are recreations of a particular vehicle, others are just put together. Hot rodding at its best!

If you find you need more
information about this
club or just can’t wait to
join ring Peet Menzies on
0417855222.
GPO Box 911 Darwin 0801
In Katherine call 89710605 .
Newsletter enquiries to Ted
propellors@bigpond.com

ROUND THE HOUSES

But this event isn't just about sitting around and showing the cars in the carpark. Just after this photo was
taken Ron and all the others were off and at full noise
round the streets of Albany. You can probably imagine the sound of all these racers reverberating off the
buildings in the narrow streets, but there is nothing
quite like being there. Just makes you feel good!

Albany
Sometimes someone gets it just right. In
this case a whole town got it just right.
At Albany, down the bottom of Western
Australia, back in the old days it was
fairly normal to have motor racing
around the streets of town but like most
good things, what they called progress
killed it. But wasn’t I saying someone
got it right? In Albany’s cast they have
revived it. It’s a bit regulated , its only
for classic vehicles and for drivers and
spectators it’s a hoot. The only downer I
suppose is there are no motorbikes.
Maybe some forward thinking feller
could fix that bit.
Muscle car demo laps. Mobs of GT Falcons, Monaros and such
The idea of racing round the houses, as
they call it, started way back in 1936.
There was only about a dozen cars in the
race but it attracted 10000 spectators.
Obviously they all thought it was a good
thing as they kept on doing it until 1963
when the dark veil of red tape and bullshit killed it. But moving on to more recent times they have revived the event.
Back in the old days it was called the
Albany Tourist Trophy, then later the
Albany Grand Prix. These days it’s the
Albany Classic. It’s for classic cars
only, they define classic as before 1980,
and the range of cars competing is limitless. If a car maker made them once
there is a chance someone will race one
Warm up laps of pre 1960 sports and race cars
at Albany. It made my heart jump to see a Simca
Aronde racing. One of those was my first car back in
the 1960’s. And I spoke to its owner/carer and he
Ford GT40 replica.
assured me it was all Simca. He also told me quite a
Numberplate stated
few people had told him that their first car was a
200mph.
Simca. Ahhhhh it made me feel good to see it blasting round the streets. But it wasn’t just Simcas that
were exciting. There was your normal Aussie stuff,
Mini Cooper right up the arse of the Camaro that just couldn't get away. The way the photographer is gritting his teeth, he obviously isn't a Mini lover!

To see a Simca racing made my heart
feel glad! It even had its old “Some car
this Simca” sticker on the rear window.
EH holdens, FJ Holdens, GT Falcons in
excess (there is a GT Facon Club over
there) Monaros, Mini Coopers, Jags etc.
One Ford GT40. Mobs of open wheeler
racing cars, plus a large contingent of racing cars from the 1920’s to the 1950’s.
Some of these were genuine racers from
back in the days, lovingly maintained or
restored. There was also a bunch that were
built more recently but as a reproduction of
a particular old racer, especially Western
Australia racers. And there were other recently built racers that were put together from old bits
to be a racer that would have been typical in its day.
When you put all these old race vehicles together in
one class “Pre-1960 sports and race cars” they are
not very evenly matched, as the age was from 1927 to
1960, but put them on a tight circuit and it becomes
quite a spectacle. And for the drivers there is another
point. They are not officially racing. Its called regularity. They have to nominate a lap time and they
lose points by going faster or slower than the nomi- Above: Been a while since you saw a Studebaker Lark?
nated time. Watching these fellers though, I believe Below: They had car shows in various places around the
they didn’t care about lap times they just wanted to streets. Neat FC but typical Holden with the bonnet up
go as fast as possible and get in front of the bloke most of the time.
in front. It was the same deal with all the other
groups. At the start there seemed to be cars in an
event that didn’t seems to be very well matched. For
instance there in the class Sports and race cars post
1960, the cars were mostly open wheeler race cars. In
amongst them was a non steamlined looking 1967
Fiat. The catch was it had a super hot Mazda 13B rotary in it, and didn’t it go! Passing was prohibited on
quite a lot of the track. Apart from the back straight
that was quite a steep uphill , the opportunities for
passing were severely limited. I saw the Fiat come out
of a corner on the inside and hoon past two of the
open wheelers, passing the second one on the entry to

the next turn that was lined with concrete barriers on both sides. I was pleased and relieved
when he came round on the next lap with no
scratches. Likewise in the historic touring
cars there was a XY GTHO Falcon and a
Mini Cooper S lapping closely together. Albany’s main street had concrete barriers lining both sides of the road, passing was prohibited, and even if you wanted to I doubt
there was enough room. Imagine the sound of
the Falcon at full noise coming down that
main street and right on his back bumper,
only a half a car length behind, the Mini. At
the end of the street was a sharp right hander
and its out of the barriers. The Falcon was
hanging out those anchors as hard as it could
Scene in the pits. All replica racers. They didn't hold back.
to get round that right hander and into the 50 metre
straight before the off camber left and into the next 200
metre straight before the barriers
start again. The Mini was stuck
like glue lap after lap. He couldn’t out accelerate the Falcon and
in the tricky twisty bits there was
the concrete. So he stuck like
glue and bit the GT Falcon on
the bum and made him go fast. It
was great to watch and it was
great to hear. It’s a pity I can’t
play sound effects in my writing.
The round the houses isn’t the
only motor sports they have on
the weekend either. The street
racing is on the Sunday. On Saturday they have hillclimbs, and
while the round the houses is on
there are car shows to check out
between events. And for the
The spectators were sometimes a bit far from the action but every spot was filled
Sandgropers they have a
holiday on the Monday to
recover and drive home. It’s called Western Australia
Simon Piavinini was out for the first time in his new
Day and it is the first Monday in June. So next year if
SLR Torana. He was a bit sideways in warmup
you fancy a change from warm weather to cool
practice but unfortunately he lost it in the first
weather head on down to Albany.
event. Shirley was standing right in front of the
concrete barrier he dislodged.

Triumph 650 twin powered
car was no slouch.

Supercharged MG gets it’s
head bolts tensioned in the
middle of the meeting. They
only put it together the night

A fair dinkum old
school Holden racer
from 1952. It is reputed
to be the first car in WA
to pull over 110 MPH
on the racetrack. It did
115 in 1957.They called
it “The Comic Book
Racer”, to do with the
body style.

Another 1950’s Holden racer. You can
see its heritage by the
shape of it. Not to
mention the steering
wheel centre.

A Ford Zephr. Another recently
built 1950s racer. Has bits of
Holden suspension, Morris leaf
springs, Triumph G/box. Home
made manifold. Great!
Below: Rod Cocks with his father and his brother built
this model A as a replica of a particular WA racer. All
done from photos and recollections, it is a sight to see
out on the track. It stood out because although it was at
the back of the pack, you could hear those tyres howling
around the corners as Rod drifted it on the bitumen. As a
spectacle it leaves the v8 supercars for dead! As for
Rod’s Dad, they took his racing licence away after he
turned 80 (the bastards) but nevertheless he still helps
keep the car going and he was having a ball too.
Above: 1967 Fiat. To my eyes
it wasn't the prettiest car out
there but didn't it go like a
cut snake. That’s a 13b rotary in the back. No arty farty
fuel injected turbos here. Just
a big carby and lots of pressure on the right foot. It left
the others for dead, was a
wonderful sight!

LIFE ACCORDING
TO
MORRIS MINOR
Bo Wharton bought his
first car, a Morris Minor way back when he
was a virile young
buck. He had his first
experience with young
ladies in it and he has
had a crook back ever
since (he calls it RSI,
repetitive sex injury).
He realized back then
that he should have
bought a bigger car.
But he went on buying
and selling more and
more Morries. That
first one he sold to his new girlfriend. (you would
Lindsey and Bo with the very neat Morris Minor.
reckon if he really wanted to impress her, he would Apart from slightly beefier wheels you would never
give it to her) Never mind, it came with a good
suspect it is highly modified.
maintenance contract. It can’t have been too
bad a deal as the girlfriend, Lindsey, is now
his wife of more than just a couple of years.
That first one was a 1945 sidevalve 850. He
had to unload any passengers before a dip so
he could get up the other side. Bo admits
that that car was the only one he ever sold at
a profit. Sometime later Lindsey decided she
needed a more powerful car. Obviously she
was bitten by the Morris bug as she bought a
ohv Morris 1000. Bo was more interested in
his university exams at the time, than checking out the car his girlfriend was about to
buy and Lindsey’s new set of wheels didn’t
turn out to be the perfect car. The wheels
didn’t actually fall off it but the bumper did, Very neat engine bay. If you had never seen under the bonnet
followed by the doors, plus it jumped out of of a standard Morris you could be excused for thinking it stangear. To top it off the speedo needle fell off dard. Engine is from Datsun Urvan 1500 and Toyota Celica
and she got booked for speeding. You could G/box. Rear end standard, front with power disks.
argue that the speeding ticket was a plus because it at least proved the car was able to go fast.

That’s Lindsey on
the bonnet of her
sidevalve Morrie

Then there is that lifetime where you
do all that family stuff that includes
lots of memories of all the vehicles
you owned. Somewhere in the early
part of that bit Bo had a Triumph motor bike and sidecar. ( by the way,
Bo is short for something, but if I
was to find out the meaning of it he
would feel obliged to kill me. Don’t
ask!) He and 3 mates had arranged to
ride it 3 up from Sydney to Derby in
WA. The catch was they crashed it a
week before they left, with one bloke
ending up in hospital. So the remains
of the party hitch hiked there. They
made it to Derby with just 3 rides.
That was in 1967. Things have changed.
Never mind, many years later for old time’s sake
Lindsey and Bo decided they needed another Morris, but this time with a few comforts and a bit of
performance. Bo isn’t into pulling cars to bits so he
enquired into having one modified to suit. The
quote was $35000 for the other party to purchase a
suitable vehicle and modify it with a different engine and transmission and with aircon and suitable
interior trimming. They would drive home a complete and registered car. Six months was the projected time for completion. In actual fact it took 5
years and the price something like doubled. They
weren’t pleased. But it was engineered and registered and with a bit of sorting (maybe a lot) it is
now a beaut little car with a bit of sting and with
the airconditioner its nice and comfy when the
weather is hot.
But as a prelude to the flash car, in 1991 Bo and a
couple of mates put together a Morris to be part of
the Variety Club Bash from Sydney to Darwin. The
first day was from Sydney to
Bourke, all on bitumen. The
problem was they broke the
speedo cable and day 2
started the off road business

One badge is a giveaway to
the fact that things aren't
quite normal.

Cargo area is just lovely. And plenty of room for
that most necessary item in the tropics, the Esky.

Modern day sound system aircon and seats and
upholstery make this Morris a pleasure to drive
anywhere. Looks great too!

where the route notes described the track to
take. It all revolved around measuring the
distance you had travelled, a bit difficult
without an odometer. Lucky they had a tacho. They did the whole event calculating
the distance travelled by the engine revs and
what gear they were in. Lucky they had put
the car together themselves and knew the
ratios of the Datsun gearbox they were running. It caused a lot of stress for the navigator though. He had to be sedated with rum.
Over the distance the car had to be welded
on odd occasions then the generator seized
around the NT border. With some bits
scrounged at a station, they were able to
During the Variety Club Sydney to Darwin Bash 1991
fashion an idler pulley and ran the Morris total
loss on the battery with the generator removed.
They made it to Boroloola no worries and to their
surprise there was a wrecking yard. And the
wrecking yard had a generator to fit the Morris.
Did they finish the rally? Natch!

They have been into old cars for a long time. Here is
Lindsey on their honeymoon . The vehicle is an ex army
1938 Fargo van. Bo is on the roof.

The biggest problem they had with Morrie
was overheating. A radiator feller built a
custom radiator that totally filled up all the
available space. It is actually 2 cores joined
side by side and with custom built tanks top
and bottom. Now it can sit in traffic idling all
day with the aircond on and without any sign
of running hot. Note also the beaut exhaust
extractors.

Bo had a Triumph back when he was a uni student. I read
in a uni rag that he crashed it. Never mind it doesn't appear to have hurt him so here he is reliving youth with a
lovely triumph. He isn't interested in polishing or working
on these toys. He would rather pay someone else to fix
them. That gives him time to use them. And the last word
on Morris. He still owns a standard one, has had it for 15
years. Reckons its just as much fun as the modded one.

Wanted
16” English small Ford wheel to suit our Fordson
10/10 pickup Same as 1940s and 1950s Ford Prefects,
Populars and Anglias
Phone Lou at 8988 4217 louc55@bigpond.net.au

Free stuff
Get your free ads in here.
Give stuff away, sell stuff, get information, find a lover. Got a
story to tell? Whatever you like.
Email Ted at propellors@bigpond.com
or phone 89886049
Deadline...the end of the month

Stuff for you to do

The club car trailer
The club recently purchased a brand new car trailer, a
bigger one to fit American cars. Already the trailer is
suffering damage. The funds from the trailer hire do
not go near the cost of maintaining this trailer. Because
people are bringing the trailer back in a damaged condition the viability in maintaining the service is being
questioned. So in future there are a few rules…
Members only to hire trailer. While out on hire the
member is to be with the trailer at all times.
$20 per day to be paid up front.
Any damage to be either fixed, or paid for by the hirer.
And any problems reported
If the trailer keeps on getting abused, it will be sold.

1912 DENNIS TRUCK
Seeking info on a 1912 Dennis currently under restoration. Any info would be appreciated. Photos, memories, info where bits might be….absolutely anything
Scott 0417107905
scott.pre@bigpond.com

The Motor Vehicle Enthusiasts Club
extends it’s thanks to

Shannons Insurance
For it’s continued support for the club

14th July (this Sunday) MVEC vs Holden Club
cricket match. Come for a cruisy drive to the
picturesque Batchelor oval and chuck a few balls
at the Holdens. Lunch is provided. Meet at
Coolalinga United servo to leave at 9 am.
21st July Darwin to the Doo. Car show at Taminmin High School at Humpty Doo. Come and get
some rural hospitality. Put on by the Taminmin
Library. We did this last year and it was a hoot!
The show is from 10am –2pm and a barbie at
Brian Smiths place nearby afterwards. Darwinites
can meet at the Hangar to leave at 9am to cruise
out as a convoy. Rurals can hang about
Coolalinga or go straight to Taminmin.
3rd Aug 5-8pm “Ideal Husband” shoe launch at
the hangar. Remember the story about the shoes?
This is their official release.

WOTS ON THIS YEAR
Heaps. Come along and enjoy!
On the 2nd Wed of every month there is a members meeting at the hangar 7.30 pm plus bbq beforehand.
Also there is a working bee at the hangar the following Sunday.
14 July 2013 Cricket Match MVEC vs CHCC at Batchelor oval.
More info one page back
21 July 2013 Taminmin Darwin to the Doo More info one page back
26 July 2013 Darwin Show Parade
10 August 2013 Overnighter at Coomalie
25 August 2013 Motorbike Run
1 September 2013 Fathers Day Open Day
22 September 2013 Mystery Run
20 October 2013 Fannie Bay Breakfast
9 November 2013 AGM
30 November 2013 Christmas Dinner at Nightcliff Sports Club
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He was in ecstasy, a huge smile on his face, as his wife moved forwards, then backwards,
forward, then backwards again....back and forth ...back and forth ...in and out ...in and out.
She could feel the sweat on her forehead and between her breasts and trickling down the
small of her back, she was getting near to the end.
Her heart was pounding, her face was flushed, then she moaned, softly at first, then louder.
Finally, totally exhausted, she let out an almighty scream and shouted.

"OK, OK! I CAN'T park the f***ing car! You do it .....YOU SMUG BASTARD !"

